
Richardson Ordering Instructions and Hints 

Greetings and welcome to the Ordering process. After doing this for over 25 years now, I have 
learned that there are some universal questions and concerns regarding the ordering of a 
custom fly box. I’ll try to help make it as easy and simple as possible. 

First and foremost, don’t overthink it and don’t worry that you might make a mistake. I’ll look 
over your Order Form and make comments/suggestions and ask questions directly to you 
when I confirm receipt of your order. This is a process and we will work together as much as 
needed to reach the best design for you. And you can make design changes any time, or 
cancel if necessary, right up until we arrange payment and I start making the parts to build your 
Box. 

Start by choosing the Richardson model and number of trays that you think will best suit your 
style and needs. Of primary importance here are your most common fishing situations and how 
many flies you want on hand at one time. Humphreys trays hold a bit more flies than the 
average plastic fly box, Original trays hold 1-1/2 to 2 times more. 

--The Original Model gives you the most capacity for distance out from your chest and is the 
best overall choice. A 3 tray Original has the same capacity as a 4 tray Humphreys. 
--The Humphreys and Ultra-Lite are one inch shorter vertically, giving you more room below the 
Box (between the bottom of the Box and your waist). These models are better suited for tight 
fishing situations like brushy native streams or fishing from a canoe/kayak/float tube or very 
deep wading.  

Now pick a color. The terms “Standard” and “Deluxe” refer to color only. Standard Boxes are 
plain mill finish aluminum with woodgrain veneer on front and back. They start life as a shiny 
silver and age to a silver-gray patina. Deluxe Boxes are powder coated with either textured 
Green or Black (yes, I coat all the parts myself). 

Next, Interior Options, what you want inside of each tray. Consider how you like to store your 
flies: in compartments (Dividers) or in foam. Keep in mind that there is no rule that says 
certain types of flies must be stored a certain way. Foam allows organization in rows and/or 
quick-change capability with Foam Inserts. Dividers will hold more flies and will never wear 
out and need to be replaced. Felt Nymph Pads are old-school and require barbless hooks, but 
will allow several layers of flies stored in one tray. The Tippet Dispenser does take up an entire 
tray and requires a little practice, but makes tippet changes lightning fast. 

Finally, the Exterior Options can allow you to fix problems with or improve your fishing 
system. The Harness and Pouches can get you out of the vest. The Light, Floatant Holder and 
Mag Glass bring those heavily used items to your fingertips right with all your flies.  

Place the order. Get yourself in line. We will work out the details and I’ll build your Box.
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NAME: DATE:  

EMAIL: PHONE: 

MAIL ADDRESS:     SHIP ADDRESS: 
(if different from Mail) 

CHOOSE YOUR MODEL :   Original      Humphreys        Ultra-Lite 

CHOOSE YOUR COLOR:         STANDARD         DELUXE GREEN         DELUXE BLACK 

Tray 2 (may be 1-1/4”) 

Tray 3 (limit if 1-1/4”) 

Tray 4 (3/4” only) 

Tray 5 (3/4” only) 

EXTERIOR OPTIONS: (type “X” or quantity beside choices, if ordering Floatant 
Holder, add brand/specific type) 
       Box Mounted Light       Floatant Holder( __________________  )        Magnifying Glass 

       Amish Leather Harness   Large Leather Pouch      Small Leather Pouch 

(      Green     Tan)       Canvas Harness   Large Canvas Pouch   Small Canvas Pouch 

NAME TO BE ENGRAVED: _____________________________________________ 

BOX OWNER IS:       Right-handed Left-handed 

DO YOU WANT AN ADDRESS TAG?   (NO CHARGE, may be address,phone or email) 

 

HOW MANY TRAYS?             (LIMIT 3 IN ULTRA-LITE)  

INTERIOR OPTIONS: (list what you want inside of each tray): 

Tray 1 (closest to chest) 
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RICHARDSON CHEST FLY BOX ORDER FORM
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Tan 

Tan

Accessories Can be ordered separately. 

Amish Leather Harness      

Large Leather Pouch

Small Leather Pouch

Green

Green         

 Green         Tan 

#

#

#

#

#

#

Canvas Harness          

Large Canvas Pouch   

Small Canvas Pouch   

Special Requests/

Notes:
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